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What’s New in

NetBrain® Consultant 
Edition 6.0a
o Improved Qapp Programming 

Environment

o Feature Enhancements

o And much more…
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o Introduction

o How it Works

o Use Cases

o Writing a Qapp

» Choosing a Template

» Define Qapp, includes Execution Flow and 
Canvas

» Run Qapp

» Debug Qapp

o Writing a Monitor Qapp

» Define monitor Qapp

» Run monitor Qapp

o L2 Topology Support for VPC

o Nexus FEX Support

Other Enhancements3

Improved Qapp Visual Programming Environment1

Highlights

Feature Enhancements2
o Discovery / Tuning 

» Supports to retain the original device settings

» Supports a new access method via SSH/Telnet

» Supports to scan IP range via Telnet/SSH when 
it fails to ping through 

» Streamlines the hostname display of virtual 
devices

o QmapTM

» Streamlines the DMVPN connections with 
devices/sites

» Supports to export compared device data

o QpathTM

» Supports a new Path Analysis Set: L3 Active 
Path
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Qapp Overview

NetBrain Apps, called Qapps™ can be used to automate network analysis and diagnoses tasks. A Qapp collects live 

data from the network which can then be exported to a CSV file or displayed directly on a dynamic network map 

(Qmap™). NetBrain includes dozens of built-in Qapps and, more importantly, is a platform for writing custom apps, 

through a Visual Programming Environment – no scripting required.

Sample App: Overall Health Monitor
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Writing Qapps (Overview)

NetBrain CE 6.0a includes significant improvements to the Visual Programming Environment for writing Qapps. This 

environment includes built-in templates for writing a variety of apps. You can identify data you'd like the app to 

collect and analyze through sample CLI output, SNMP, or directly from a config file. The visual nature of programming 

Qapps in this environment significantly reduces the barrier for customized automation, especially as compared to 

traditional scripting.

Write Your Own App – Choose a Template
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Qapp – How it Works

A Qapp takes a group of devices as input (from a Qmap or table) and performs a set of analysis on them in order to 

create a specific output (alert messages, monitored data, reports, etc.). An improved graphical user interface (GUI) is 

used to define the logic for each Qapp.
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Improvements to the Qapp Visual Programming Environment

In EE 6.0, Qapp programming leverages a Sample/Table driven interface which engineers can use to customize 

automation for virtually any type of network task:

o Specific for the network tasks

» Topology-Aware: The device queue can include a pair of device neighbors (physical or logical)

» Traffic Path-Aware: An app can analyze performance and configuration on devices along a specified A/B 

path.

o Sample and table driven 

» Define a sample of live network data and parse fields of interest based on the sample output 

» Supports typical table operations: neighbor join, delta, filter and merge. 

o Visual interfaces 

» Drag and drop the elements (canvas, IF condition, dialog) to define the execution flow

» An easy way to define the conditions for multiple branches such as multi-vendor
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Qapp Use Cases – “Automate Virtually Any 
Network Task”

Whether you leverage NetBrain’s built-in Qapps or write your own, you can automate and accelerate many common 

network analysis tasks:

Category Example Use Case

1. Troubleshooting
You have 10 hub routers and each hub router has 50 spoke neighbors. You want to check 
EIGRP neighbor states of each hub router and its spoke neighbors, in batch.

2.  Neighbor Check
Check whether the Speed and Duplex of inter-connected Ethernet interfaces (for any pair of 
neighbor devices) are consistent. If not, the Qapp generates an alert message and marks the 
misconfigured interfaces with notes 

3.  Application 
Check

Along a path, check whether the QoS configuration at each hop is consistent - export 
checking results to a CSV file

4. Verification
Import a CSV file to define multiple routers and a target IP list to each router. The 
requirement is to ping each IP in the target IP list from one router and export ping result to 
CSV file

5. Monitoring
Monitor interface errors on map and check the delta of errors at a defined frequency. 
Generate an alarm if errors are increasing.

6. Report
Check every switch on a map to determine whether the version information contain super 
‘engine III’. Export the version information to a CSV

7. Compliance 
Check

Check for ACL configuration consistency across designated devices (e.g. on the map). For 
example, check whether ACL 100 on R1 and R2 is consistent
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NetBrain provides five built-in templates (beyond the General template) for automating common tasks: 

o Monitor: Periodically retrieve live data and display the results on the Qmap. (use case 5) 

o Inventory report: Generate a customized inventory report. (use case 6)

o Path Analysis: Analyze the configuration or running status along a path. (use case 3)

o Highlight Map: Highlight devices or interfaces according to the analysis result, including a legend on map. (use 

case 1, 4, 7)

o Neighbor Check: Analyze configuration, running status or other checks for consistency between neighbor 

devices. (use case 2)

Writing a Qapp – Choose a Template
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Writing a Qapp – Define Execution Flow

The Qapp execution flow can now be defined with a new Flow Chart Graphical User Interface (GUI), containing the 

following components:

o Input

» Device input: Defines which types of devices the Qapp will run on. This can be a single device, a device 
group, or a traffic path. 

» Table input: Defines a table the Qapp will import as input.

o Canvas: A key component to retrieve, parse, and analyze data from the network devices. 

o Dialog: Used to retrieve input from the user during run time. 

o If Condition: Defines an If-statement for the execution logic

o Other controls: exit and go to. 
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Writing a Qapp - Canvas

The Canvas is used to define the primary runtime logic of the Qapp. This is where you indicate how to retrieve, parse, 

and analyze the desired data from the live network. A Canvas can have the following components: 

o Device Queue (DQ): Build a group of devices for the Qapp to run on during execution.

o Device Selector (DS): Based on rules defined in the Device Selector, each Device in the DQ decides which 

branch to follow in the flowchart (e.g. for a multi-vendor Qapp)

o Command and Parser: Defines how to retrieve data from live devices, and the rules to parse the data, and 

convert it into variables

o Device Data Table (DDT): Stores the data parsed from a device for further analysis.

o Global Data Table: A global table to store all device data for further analysis.

o Output: Defines how to present the Qapp execution results, such as “Alert Message”, ”Highlight map”, “Monitor 

Data” and so on.
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Define Canvas: Command & Parser

The Command and Parser node defines the method to retrieve data from each device (e.g. via CLI command, 

Configuration file, Ping, Traceroute , or SNMP). The Parser defines variables from the output, which are stored in the 

Device Data Table for further analysis.
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Define Alerting (Monitor Qapp Only)

For Monitoring Qapps (which collect data periodically) you can define alerting thresholds and conditions (e.g. an 

error count is increasing). When defining an alert, you can customize the alert message and indicate a color scheme 

for the alert (i.e. Red = Error, Orange = Warning).

Item Alert

Color Scheme
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Debug Qapp

The new “Debug Qapp” function is used to execute a Qapp node-by-node to check whether the procedures are 

running correctly. During Debug, you can check the correctness of any table data visually by clicking any canvas 

node. 
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Discover via SSH/Telnet and retain the device settings

The enhanced discovery function supports to discover the network devices via SSH/Telnet and leverages an option to 
retain the original device settings (including the management IP, access mode, credentials and so on) from being 
overwritten.

When you select the check box Don’t change device setting, NetBrain will not attempt to use other device settings.

Both the two new options apply to the following features:

o Live Network Discovery

o L2 Topology LAN Discovery

o The discovery options of System Benchmark
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Scan IP range via Telnet/SSH if it fails to ping through

If you want to scan a specific IP range to discover the devices which are not available for Ping, unselect the check box 
If ping fails, don’t try Telnet/SSH in Tune Live Access and Discovery. As a result, NetBrain will attempt to discover 
the devices via Telnet/SSH if it fails to ping through.
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Streamline the DMVPN connections with sites/devices

The connections of DMVPN is streamlined instead of full-mesh layout.

o In site maps, the current site connects the DMVPN with neighbor sites folded.

o In topology maps, the DMVPN connects the sites directly.

o In site L3 maps, the DMVPN connects the devices directly.
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Export the compared table of device data

When you select a device on the map and compare the device data (such as route tables, MAC tables and so on) 
between two benchmarks, you can also select to export the results to a .csv file and share a customized list with other 
people.
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Support a new Path Analysis Set: L3 Active Path

The new path analysis set enables you to analyze the L3 path between devices (Cisco IOS Routers, Cisco IOS Switch, 
Cisco IOS XR) more efficiently.

o Leveraging to find the exact route by inquiring CEF table instead of load-balancing. Internal

o Using commands with configured parameters instead of retrieving the complete route table, MPLS VPNv4 Label 
table, and MPLS LFIB table (except Cisco IOS XR). Internal

See the details of efficiency optimization on page 14.
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Export more attributes in the customized report

In the 6.0a release, the exported customized report (.xls) includes the credentials information.
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Import/export local workspace data with more properties

When you import/export the workspace data to/from a local workspace, you can select whether to include the device 
or interface properties.
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L2Topology Support for Virtual Port Channel 
(VPC)

NetBrain can now display VPC Peer-Links on a Layer-2 Qmap. This information is collected by the system through 

parsing of devices’ configuration. NetBrain discovers devices in the same VPC domain, confirms the keepalive 

destination IP address, and then displays the VPC peer-link with a corresponding legend on the map.

RDENET5596P01:

vpc domain 100

role priority 1000

system-priority 1000

peer-keepalive destination 192.168.0.2

source 192.168.0.1

peer-gateway

ip arp synchronize

interface port-channel10

switchport mode trunk

spanning-tree port type network

vpc peer-link

interface Ethernet1/17

switchport mode trunk

channel-group 10 mode active

<...>

interface mgmt0

vrf member management

ip address 192.168.0.1/30

no ip port-unreachable

RDENET5596P02:

vpc domain 100

role priority 2000

system-priority 1000

peer-keepalive destination

192.168.0.1 source 192.168.0.2

peer-gateway

ip arp synchronize

interface port-channel10

switchport mode trunk

spanning-tree port type network

vpc peer-link

interface Ethernet1/17

switchport mode trunk

channel-group 10 mode active

<...>

interface mgmt0

vrf member management

ip address 192.168.0.2/30

no ip port-unreachable
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Nexus Fabric Path Extender Support - FEX

NetBrain can now determine whether there is a Nexus 2000 connected to other Nexus devices as well as display FEX 

information as a module in the Device Properties pane. The FEX module information (e.g. model type serial number, 

etc.) can be exported to the Asset Report.
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Duplicated IP Manager Improvements

NetBrain now allows you to manually enable an interface for a duplicated IP address and discard other interfaces 

which have the same IP address. Additionally, A VRF column has been added to the Duplicated Address Manager to 

support MPLS networks. The logic for managing duplicated IPs has also been improved, for intelligent and 

automatic detection.
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Miscellaneous Improvements

Below is a list of other improvements included in this release:

o Support to show/hide SNMP location information under a device

o Non-privileged users can modify an individual device’s settings if the user has the admin password

o Enhancements to Multi-Vendor Support:

New Multi-Vendor Support

• Avaya Switch

• Alcatel OmniStack Switch

• Brocade Vyatta vRouter

• Juniper QFX System

• Cisco WAAS

• MikroTik RouterOS

• Tellabs Switch

Design Reader Support

• Nexus

• Juniper

• Fortinet Fortigate
Firewall

• Alcatel Lucent Service 
Router

• Alcatel OmniSwitch

Path Support

• Checkpoint: Policy and NAT

• Palo Alto: Policy, PBF, NAT, IPSec
VPN

• Fortinet FortiGate: Policy, PBF, NAT

• NetScreen: Policy, PBF, NAT, IPSec
VPN

• Juniper IPSec VPN


